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IN A NUTSHELL
The # SIMPLON-BASIC comes as a barebones card with jumpers used for setting up.
Solder pads are provided for self wiring. Moderate to good soldering skills are required. See below,
The # SIMPLON-CENTRO has 4 way screw terminals for the Main battery voltage IN, voltage OUT
to the motor(s). Pre-wired in line cable connections for F & R lights. There is a prewired servo cable for
simply plugging in the RCS single sound cards. Ideal for use with the # DU-Tx1 handpiece.
The # SIMPLON-ELITE comes with 4 way screw terminals and is fully wired for all the various
accessories such as LED lights and two sound trigger functions for a MyLocosound sound system. A
servo output for an extra cost servo OR an extra cost plug in RCS Single function whistle/horn function,
OR an extra cost R/C switch that can be used to provide a third sound trigger for a MyLocosound.
We also provide a 3 amp POLYSWITCH® fuse for self installation of the system protection.
A male to male breadboard header cable is provided for setting configuration numbers.

CONNECTING THE # SIMPLON Rx/ESC.
The SIMPLON Rx/ESC’s are supplied preset for the Mode that was ordered Before organising the
configuration details of the # SIMPLON hardware, see how to wire the hardware.
# SIMPLON has the connecting pads labelled for:
©
Power Input (+ & - battery). This must be fused with a supplied 3 amp Polyswitch fuse.
Motor Output. Pads have a 3.5mm spacing for using screw terminals.
3.3V from the on-board regulator which can supply a max of 200mA.
LVC: Supplied disabled. Li-Ion batteries must have suitable protection pcb’s fitted.
(0V) Is a battery negative connection - useful for wiring LED’s to P pads.
Long side pad spacing is 2.54mm which allows wires to be attached if plug connectors are preferred
for the F & P1 outputs. There are four F pad outputs for front & rear lights & two sound triggers,
Sound card inputs are usually 5V open circuit and are triggered when connected to negative.
The P1 pad is a servo output. P1 can be wired direct to and power an RCS MRW single sound card.
Take care when soldering wires to P1..P4 and F1..F4 (A..D) as the pads are very close to the radio subboard. The best technique is to fill the pad hole with solder & then attach the wire to the top of the pad on
the side opposite to the radio board - i.e. don't pass the wire through the pad hole.
(Cont’d over)
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CONNECTING THE # SIMPLON Rx/ESC (Cont’d).
Do not bend the receiver circuit board.
Connect the positive and negative input pads or screw terminals to a suitable battery or power supply,
via a on/off switch in the positive lead. A supplied auto resettable Polyswitch© fuse must be placed in the
battery positive lead to protect the battery in the event of a wiring or component fault.
Two pairs of high quality Silicone wire JST connectors are available as an optional extra.
Connect the 'M' pads to your vehicle motor, removing any connections to track pickups.
It may be necessary to fit suppression capacitors to avoid injecting excessive electrical noise into the
receiver; 100nF (# 104) across the motor terminals and 100nF (# 104) from each terminal to the motor
case. If symptoms of motor noise interference persists, 10uH chokes in each motor lead usually solves
the problem; the chokes must be rated for the maximum motor current.

POWER “ON” CONFIGURATION CHANGES.
RCS supplies the SIMPLON set up for C/N # 1 (Centre OFF) or C/N # 3 (Low OFF)..
If any other mode is desired the user will need to change the C/N #.
The first thing to do is make sure you have selected the desired C/N # (MODE SELECTION #).
This is a one time only procedure after binding the Rx/ESC to the Tx handpiece. See Page # 3.
Switch the Rx DC power ON & wait for the correct number of blinks from the on board CPU LED.
For the BASIC version you will need to temporarily bridge the solder pads # P2 & P4. Use the
double ended male breadboard cable and hold plugs in place when using.
For the CENTRO middle level versions, use the male breadboard cable to pads # P2 & P4 only.
Pierce the clear plastic heatshrink material through to the pads.
For the ELITE version use the supplied double ended male breadboard shorting cable to the 4 way
female cable plug that is supplied already wired to the hardware. See page # 7.
As soon as the CPU LED blinks the correct number of times remove the shorting plug. The on
board CPU LED will then flicker fast.
Turn the Loco OFF & then ON again. The Rx CPU LED will blink a couple of times then go solid ON.
If the Tx handpiece and # SIMPLON Rx/ESC have been bound the system is now ready to use.
The receiver has to be switched OFF after the change as it will be stuck in the rapid flash mode to
indicate that the change has been made.
If you switch off before removing the P connection, the configuration is not changed
Below is a summary of the configuration changes you can make using a jumper across 2 of the P pads.
Change

Pads

Reset

P1/P2

Selecta

P1/P3

Cruise Control

P1/P4

ESC Throttle Mode

P2/P3

Conﬁguration Select
t
LVC

P2/P4
P3/P4

LED indication
2-fast-flash = reset to saved conﬁguration, or factory setup if no
configuration saved
1-flash - disabled
2-flash = enabled
1-flash = disabled, stop in 4s after signal loss
2-flash = enabled
1-flash = centre-off
2-flash = low-off
n-flash where 'n' is the conﬁguration numberr (Also called MODE SELECTION #)
1-flash = disabled
2=flash = enabled with battery voltage auto-detect

N.B. P2/P4 'Conﬁguration Select' requires further explanation. Each ﬂash count is repeated twice and then increments to the next, cycling back
to 1 when the max (usually 4) is reached. Remove the P2/P4 connection when the ﬂash count is the conﬁguration you want.

BINDING THE TX to Rx/ESC.
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# SIMPLON requires binding to a transmitter before use. After switching the Loco ON:
The CPU-LED on top of the pcb will emit a rapid flash followed by a flash count corresponding to the
selected configuration (default = 1). Flash count will be shown twice.
The CPU-LED will then slow flash while # SIMPLON is searching for its bound transmitter; if not
already bound, approx 10 seconds later the receiver will go into bind mode and the RF-LED on the
bottom will show a rapid flash.
1. Press and hold the Bind button on the TX handpiece and switch the Tx handpiece ON.
2. Wait for the power switch on the Tx to indicate it is binding by blinking. Then release Tx buttons.
3. After a short delay, the RF-LED will stop flashing and go dark and, after another 4-5 seconds, both
RF-LED and CPU-LED will light and stay ON. Binding is now complete.
When the Tx and Rx are bound:
The CPU-LED will be on to show receipt of good data from the transmitter
The RF-LED will be on and may flicker due to electrical (e.g motor) noise, signal fades caused by
reflections, interference from WiFi or Bluetooth signals, or overloading from the transmitter (this will
happen if the transmitter is too close)
The CPU-LED will show a repeated 5 flash if the low voltage cutoff has triggered
After testing, apply the heatshrink cover if not already fitted.
Fix the receiver in place and route the aerial so that the last 30mm can 'see' the transmitter for best
range. Double sided foam-cored sticky tape is ideal for mounting the receiver.

TX HANDPIECE REQUIREMENTS.
You can use any DSM2/DSMX compatible Tx handpiece. Ch # 1 & Ch # 3 must be available.

WHAT TO EXPECT WITH YOUR RCS # SIMPLON Rx/ESC.
Although the RCS # SIMPLON Rx/ESC is identical to the Micron MR603 Rx/ESC it does have a
couple of differences. The RCS # SIMPLON is definitely NOT programmable.
You can identify the RCS product as it is marked with a Gold dot with either CO or LO marked.
The RCS # SIMPLON Rx/ESC is designed to handle at least 18 volts. This gives enough headroom
to cover a fully charged 4s Li-Ion battery pack. The hardware has been tested up to 19 volts using a
regulated and filtered DC supply.

DRIVING THE RCS # SIMPLON.
Before actual use make sure the two TX handpiece knobs are in the correct position.
CENTRE OFF (CO) modes (c/n # 1 & 2) use. Both knobs should be in the middle.
In the case of the DUPLEX handpieces, the C/N # 1 (LH knob) is normally used for Cab “A”. C/N # 2
(RH knob) is used by Cab “B”.

LOW OFF (LO) modes (C/N # 3 & 4) use the larger speed control knob which should be fully
anticlockwise. (ACW). The smaller reverser knob should be in the middle.
In the case of C/N # 3, twist the small Reverser knob fully one way or the other to select the direction
desired. The headlight outputs will show which way is selected.
If the Tx knobs have been switched around so that the big knob is on the RH side, you will need to
progress to C/N # 4.
Then slowly twist the large regulator knob clockwise to increase the speed.
To decrease the speed, twist the large regulator knob to the left (i.e. Anticlockwise - ACW) until the
desired speed is reached. Twist fully to the left (ACW) to stop the loco. You must do this or the
direction change cannot be effected.
By fitting an # MRW-SSSS P1 can also be converted to an F output for use with a MyLocosound
card. E.G. Diesel Engine Stop-Start.
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WIRING THE RCS # SIMPLON BASIC Rx/ESC
with Battery power. OFF ON
The
symbol indicates
where wires are joined.
RED

M
Polyswitch
Auto reset fuse.

M

ON-BOARD BATTERY
MIN 7.2 VOLTS
MAX 16 VOLTS.

F4
F3
F2
F1
0v
L
3.3v

P4
P3
P2
P1

SIMPLON BASIC

Supplied male shorting plug for any two connections.
P2 - P4 BASIC are shown. Hold both plugs in place
as the power is turned ON. After the correct LED flash
count remove the plugs & turn the power OFF.
ORANGE (M+)

For the CENTRO version use the
Male Breadboard connectors to pierce
the clear heatshrink.

GREY
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WIRING THE RCS # SIMPLON CENTRO
Rx/ESC’s using the # JST Switch for Battery power.
How to use an RCS single sound card.
OFF

SIMPLON

2.5 mm x 5 mm
Charge Jack.

ON

M

F4
F3
F2
F1
0v
L
3.3v

P4
P3
P2
P1

CENTRO
Wiring sound and lights M
# JST-SWITCH

OUT
Red

IN

IN-LINE # PDB

Front LED

470R

Red
Red
470R
Rear LED

Red

IN-LINE # FUT-JST-FUSE

WHITE

OUT

# 2xFUT-1xFUT

2 x 4.8 volts
= 9.6 volts
To get maximum volume, insert
the optional extra # 5-Volt-Reg

4.8 volt
AA PACK
# 5-Volt-Regulator,

Remote Control Systems
Red

RCS single
sound unit

SPKR
AUX Output

WHITE

Remote Control Systems RCS10

4.8 volt
AA PACK
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WIRING THE RCS # SIMPLON ELITE
Rx/ESC’s Using the supplied connectors.
Optional extras used by RCS
JST-100. Cables.
# 2 x FUT-1 x FUT. Connectors.
# JST-FUSE. In line fuse.
# JST-SWITCH. Main Power.
# 5 Volt-Reg. For louder sound. # PDB. Multiple outlets.
# JST-Y. Used on output.
# MRW-SSS
Available at the RCS website.
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WIRING THE RCS # SIMPLON ELITE
Rx/ESC’s Using the supplied connectors.
SEE PAGE # 6 FOR HOW
TO WIRE BATTERY SUPPLY

SIMPLON
ELITE

IN-LINE # PDB

M

F4
F3
F2
F1
0v
L
3.3v

BLACK

RED

WHITE

YELLOW

P4
P3
P2
P1

M

OUTPUT FOR OPTIONAL EXTRA
SOUND TRIGGER OR SERVO.

WHITE

COM

1

FROM FUSED
& SWITCHED
BATTERY SUPPLY

SET

# MRW-SSSS

Supplied male shorting plug
for any two connections.
P2 - P4 ELITE shown.

PARALLEL OUTPUT
FOR MOTOR REFERENCE.

IN-LINE # JST-Y

Whistle/Horn
Bell/Horn
Guards Whistle
Blowdown/Brake
Future use
Engine Stop-Start
Future Use.

FIT BALUN CORE
CLOSE TO MOTOR

